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Engineering of Corrosion Product-Polymer Hybrid Layers for Enhanced
CO2 Corrosion Protection of Carbon Steel
Part 2: Computational Investigation and Surface Characterisation

Dlshad Shaikhah, Alessandra Gilda Ritacca, Matteo Farnesi Camellone, Ida Ritacco, Wassim
Taleb, Maalek Mohamed-Said, Bruce Cowe, Anne Neville and Richard Barker
Carbon dioxide corrosion of carbon steel pipelines remains a major issue that is typically mitigated via the
addition of corrosion inhibitors. In specific operational environments, a protective natural corrosion
product layer known as iron carbonate (FeCO3) can evolve on internal pipeline walls, providing comparable
corrosion efficiency to that achieved from surfactants. However, in some instances, incomplete corrosion
product coverage can initiate localised corrosion. In our previous work, we demonstrated the ability of
Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) to act synergistically with FeCO3 when the corrosion product exhibits
partial coverage of X65 carbon steel surfaces in an aqueous CO2 corrosion environment. In this work, we
employ density functional theory (DFT) to show that PAH is able to coordinate with both FeCO3 and the
bare carbon steel surface, producing a FeCO3-PAH hybrid structure. The surface and chemical properties of
a naturally formed FeCO3 and the FeCO3-PAH hybrid layers are characterised employing scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) coupled with focused ionic beam (FIB), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Xray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
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Heat treatment-induced microstructural effects on CO2 corrosion
resistance of low-alloy carbon steels in simulated formation water
Kapil Kumar Gupta, Saber Haratian, Rajan Ambat
CO2 corrosion of mild steel and how the precipitation of the corrosion products could affect the
protectiveness of the underlying material have been extensively investigated during the last decades. In
CO2 corrosion condition, one almost always encounters the formation of corrosion scale including
carbonates phases as well as several kinds of (hydro-) oxides. Initial microstructure of material could highly
influence the mechanisms responsible for CO2 corrosion as well as the resistance of the material against
further deterioration. However, not many studies have been performed on understanding the influence of
initial microstructure on corrosion behavior in CO2 sweet conditions on a real scenario i.e. formation water
chemistry with electrolytes containing Ca2+ ions.
The detailed investigations in this study are focused on understanding the effect of heat-treatment induced
microstructural features on CO2 corrosion behavior and scaling of the low-alloy steels. For this purpose,
L80-1Cr material was subjected to several heat treatments (Heating to austenitizing temperature and then
cooled in different medias) to obtain different initial microstructures. The heat-treated samples were then
electrochemically exposed to CO2 saturated simulated formation water chemistry. Electrochemical and
corrosion behavior of the steels were evaluated using DC polarization and AC impedance techniques.
Microstructure, surface chemistry, and surface morphology before and after corrosion experiments were
investigated using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD). Moreover, depth-resolved
phase identification of the corrosion scales were applied using synchrotron X-ray diffraction to determine
the sequence and extension of corrosion products across the depth.
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Advanced complementary methods for characterization of the CO2induced corrosion scale formation on steels: Synchrotron X-ray
diffraction and X-ray computed tomography
Saber Haratian, Kapil Kumar Gupta, Rajan Ambat

CO2 corrosion of steels has been a serious issue in the oil and gas industry resulting in high operational costs,
safety issues, and loss of material. Moreover, CO2 corrosion in subsurface non-producing oil wells used for
carbon capturing and sequestration might cause serious tubular’s failure. This is presently becoming a
growing concern since the release of the injected CO2 and the other contaminations could directly influence
the climate change. Therefore, corrosion mitigation is of crucial importance to establish environmentally
friendly oil and gas production as well as enhancing the integrity and sustainability of the oil-depleted
reservoirs exploited for CO2 injection and storage.
The complex chemical environment in this industry causes the development of several corrosion
products/scales in the surface region of the low-carbon steels as a consequence of electrochemical reactions.
Here, it is noted that the dissolution of CO2 in seawater leads to the formation of carbonic acid, which
promotes the kinetics of electrochemical reactions between steel substrates and the aqueous phase resulting
in the uniform iron dissolution and ultimately the precipitation of various (crystalline) corrosion products at
the surface. Hence, it is both scientifically and technologically important to comprehensively investigate the
formation, precipitation, and (potentially) transformation of the corrosion products/scales developed on the
surface region of the steel when exposed to CO2 corrosion using advanced ex-situ (post-mortem) and in-situ
(direct monitoring) characterization methods.
In this work, the results of characterization of the corrosion scale obtained by employing ex-situ highresolution electron microscopy, depth-resolved grazing incidence synchrotron X-ray diffraction, and X-ray
(micro-) tomography applied on the so-called “end-product” are presented. In addition to the ex-situ studies,
we aim at developing in-situ techniques for an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms responsible for
CO2 corrosion using X-ray computed tomography and synchrotron X-ray diffraction. The current research
work also addresses the progress made on in-situ X-ray computed tomography and synchrotron X-ray
diffraction combined with electrochemical measurements.

(a) Ex-situ 3D light optical micrograph of the CO2-electrochemically corroded martensitic low-carbon steel. (b) Electron microscopical
characterization of the initial microstructure and the corroded specimen. (c) A volumetric X-ray tomogram of the corroded specimen
and one of the cross-sectional orthoslice. (d) The configuration of the flow cell designed for in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction and
X-ray computed tomography combined with electrochemical measurements.
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Biomass based molecules for hydrogen sulfide scavenging
Gas sweetening using biomass

Asger Røikjær Koue and Christian Marcus Pedersen

A synthetic chemical approach in the attempt to develop a greener alternative to triazine based
H2S scavenges. These new H2S scavenges are based on cheap, non-toxic, easily accessible biomass
molecules. The biomass molecules are used as a starting material for synthetic modification into
H2S scavenges. The biomass based H2S scavengers are being tested against triazine scavengers.
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Clean Biocide Project: Natural Corrosion Inhibitors
Halophilic Plant Extracts for Biofilm Mitigation

J.L. Stein, T. Chaturvedi, M.H. Thomsen, T.L. Skovhus
Corrosion is a concern in the oil and gas industry, and it is estimated that 40% or more of corrosion related
maintenance costs are related to microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) much of which caused by
sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) in particular [1]. This poster will showcase the project’s progress in
developing biocides from halophytes (salt tolerant plants) that inhibit biofilm formation. These plants can
be grown in land unfit for conventional agriculture and contain potent antimicrobials to help them survive
[2], [3].
Experiments testing the efficacy of halophyte-based biocides have been carried out at laboratory scale. The
sulfate-reducing ability of an anaerobic mixed microbial bacterial culture in Postgate medium 1 was
evaluated while adding various halophyte extracts, some of which showed a more than 100-fold reduction
of sulfate to H2S. Subsequent 16S rRNA Amplicon Sequencing has further confirmed that some of the
extracts seem to inhibit SRBs particularly well.

[1]

T. L. Skovhus, D. Enning, and J. S. Lee, Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion in the Upstream Oil and Gas Industry. CRC
Press, 2017.

[2]

B. Duarte and I. Caçador, “Iberian halophytes as agroecological solutions for degraded lands and biosaline agriculture,”
Sustain., vol. 13, no. 2, pp. 1–14, 2021, doi: 10.3390/su13021005.

[3]

I. Cybulska, G. Brudecki, A. Alassali, M. Thomsen, and J. Jed Brown, “Phytochemical composition of some common coastal
halophytes of the United Arab Emirates,” Emirates J. Food Agric., vol. 26, no. 12, pp. 1046–1056, 2014, doi:
10.9755/ejfa.v26i12.19104.

1

Medium composition in accordance with DSMZ “63. Desulfovibrio (Postgate) Medium”
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Green inhibitor a new perspective for corrosion resistance of steel in oil
and Gas industry
Shivangi Gupta, Rouhollah Yazdi, Martin Andersson, Rajan Ambat

Inhibitors are cost effective and efficient way of corrosion prevention; however, they lead to environmental
hazards. Eco-friendly (green) inhibitors is a new path for inhibitors that are compatible with nature while also
performing their anticorrosion functions. Green inhibitors also provides sufficient inhibitory effects without
environmental hazards. For example, natural extracts of fruits peel, plant seeds and plant extracts have
adsorption properties of an effective inhibitor and can be used in a more ecofriendly manner due to their
biodegradability and non-toxic nature. Aloe Vera is one example of an environmentally friendly inhibitor
which is rich in several organic compounds of high molecular weight with heteroatom and Π center electrons
in their molecular structures. Furthermore, it also contains several biologically active compounds, such as
aloin and aloe emodins. Thus due to presence of several rich organic compounds and providing effective
corrosion inhibition, natural extract (green extracts) are in huge demand.
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ONLINE RAMAN MONITORING OF H2S SCAVENGING REACTIONS
USING GREEN CHEMICALS

Fernando Montero, Iveth Romero, Sergey Kucheryavskiy, Marco Maschietti, Aalborg University.
Esbjerg
In offshore oil and gas production, hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is removed by direct injection of chemicals – H2S
scavengers – that convert H2S into less harmful species. MEA-triazine is the most common scavenger used
for this purpose due to its high efficiency in H2S removal. However, it is generally used in large excess than
the stoichiometric requirement and the unreacted scavenger often ends up in the water discharge, which
contributes significantly to the environmental impact factor of offshore oil and gas production.
Current research on H2S scavengers for offshore oil and gas industry aims at developing novel chemicals
(green scavengers) showing comparable scavenging efficiency as MEA-triazine with substantially lower
environmental impact. In this regard, functionalized sugars derived from biomass are considered a
promising alternative for the H2S scavenging process. In order to compare the scavengers efficiency, it is
important to monitor the reaction in time.
In this work a new experimental setup for monitoring aqueous phase H2S scavenging reactions in situ by
means of Raman spectroscopy is presented. The new setup makes possible to investigate the influence of
temperature, concentration of reactants, and pH on the rate of the reactions converting H2S. The setup
operates up to 80 °C and allows monitoring pH and temperature as the reactions progress. This
experimentalsetup will be used for benchmarking the novel green H2S scavengers against MEA-triazine.

Figure 1. Scheme of the new experimental setup.

Figure 2. Time development of HS- peak intensity
using green chemicals and MEA-triazine.
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Robust Liquid-Repelling Nanofilament Coatings for Enhanced Oil Flow,
Reduced Biofouling, Scaling and Corrosion within Oil Wells
Siad Dahir Ali, Jacopo Catalano, Seema Kumari, Erik Ejer Pedersen, Thaddeus W. Golbek,
Tobias Weidner

Department of Chemistry, Aarhus University, Langelandsgade 140, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark
Abstract:
Corrosion and scaling have tremendous
impact on oil well maintenance intervals.
Liquid-repelling surfaces (LRS) have high
potential to protect well pipe surfaces.
Taking inspiration from natures pitcher
plants (nepenthes truncate) slippery
surface, we have developed a simple LRS
surface modifications that can repel
water by maintaining a liquid layer of oil
within a nanostructure silicone network.
LRS surfaces are self- cleaning and can
be expected to protect pipes from scale formation, biofouling and corrosion. By prolonging maintenance
intervals for removing scales and biofilms the operational costs can be severely reduced by using LRS
coatings. Our goal is to move the LRS approach from its current academic context towards field-testing
under realistic conditions for in-the-field applications. Within our recent DHRTC projects we have
performed lab tests of the stability of different LRS designs coming out of academic research in the last
years for their applicability under the harsh conditions to be expected in a crude oil pipeline. While several
designs failed, it became clear that silica (SiO2)-based nanofilaments (SiNF), which can be deposited out of
a simple solution reaction and would be applicable for pipe surface coatings, are stable during flow. We are
able to demonstrate growth of SiNFs on steel surfaces with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
hydrophobic contact angles of approximately 140˚ using contact angle goniometry. To test the stability of
the SiNFs coatings on steel surfaces, we have designed and constructed a new flow reactor, which can
mimic the pressure, temperature, and shear stress expected in an oil well. We have equipped the reactor
with a rotating disc to stir the pressurized liquid phase to create shear stress. The rotating disc is shaped to
produce uniform shear stress across the samples, which are mounted at the bottom of the reactor. Using
this setup, we have been able to validate that the coating of clean and corroded steel pipe surfaces is stable
under well pipe conditions up to 10,000 BBLS/day.
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Advanced and Efficient Probabilistic Response Modeling and Analysis

Juan G. Sepúlveda - PhD. Fellow, Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Aalborg, Aalborg,
Denmark.
Presenting author: Juan G. Sepúlveda.

The present contribution presents a benchmark of a selection of techniques for assessing structural reliability
for non-linear dynamical systems. The benchmark is conducted for a structural system with uncertain
structural properties. Moreover nonlinearities, due to the friction and the presence of a vibration control
system are accounted for. The reliability analysis techniques selected are Crude Monte Carlo Simulation
(CMCS), Monte Carlo Simulation Extrapolation Technique (MCSET) and Subset Simulation (SS). The efficiency
of each reliability technique is assessed for a stochastic non-stationary excitation model of highdimensionality. Additionally, different levels of uncertainty associated with the uncertain structural
properties are considered; aiming to analyze the effect of the level of uncertainty on the efficiency and
applicability of each reliability analysis technique.
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Probabilistic modelling based risk informed asset integrity management
and value of information analysis for sub surface wells degradation
process
Yue Guan, Akinyemi O. Akinsanya, Kashif Ali, Jianjun Qin, John D. Sørensen and Michael H.
Faber, Department of Civil Engineering, Aalborg University, Denmark
Presenting author: Akinyemi O. Akinsanya.
CTR2/CTR3 – Risk Management
Sub-surface well systems are subject to scale and corrosion which over time have the potential to cause
significant damages and associated consequences. The degradation processes involve rather complex
physical phenomena in both time and space and are associated with significant uncertainties. Moreover, also
the observations of degradation states and the variables driving the degradation processes process, which
may be made during the operation of sub-surface wells through inspections and monitoring, are subject to
significant aleatory and epistemic uncertainties.
With this setting, the present poster presents a prototype development enveloping i) probabilistic modelling
approaches, developed and utilized to represent the scale and corrosion degradation processes over time
and space based on phenomenological modeling and data, ii) risk informed Assets Integrity Management
(AIM) and iii) Value of Information analysis. The prototype in this manner supports decision making with
respect to reliability and risk management, probabilistic design and inspection and maintenance planning,
and – more generally - minimization of OPEX.
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Probabilistic modelling of the performances of the sub-surface wells
Yue Guan, Jianjun Qin, John D. Sørensen, Michael H. Faber
Presenting author: Yue Guan.
CTR2 - Risk Management
Scale and corrosion are common phenomena of degradation for wells with oil production and water injection
activities in the marine environment. Scale and corrosive may lead to clogging of wells and loss of
containment and significant indirect consequences due to loss of production and damages to the qualities of
the environment. In order to improve the reliability of sub-surface wells precise and robust models of scale
and corrosion degradation processes are called for. Many of the variables governing scale and corrosion
processes exhibit significant variability in both time and space, not least due to variability in operational
conditions and process chemistry.
The present poster first provides an overview of existing models for the representation of scale and corrosion
degradation processes. Thereafter spatial and temporal variabilities of relevant model parameters are
identified and modelled probabilistically based on fused phenomenological data based modeling. The effect
of spatial and temporal variabilities are investigated in some detail and illustrated with an example
considering the accumulation of scale and propagation of corrosion within sub-surface wells.
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Risk-based Asset Integrity Management of Corrosion and Scale Infected
Sub-Surface Wells
Akinyemi O. Akinsanya, Jianjun Qin, John D. Sørensen, Michael H. Faber
Department of Built Environment, Aalborg University, Denmark
Presenting author: Akinyemi O. Akinsanya.
CTR2 – Risk Management
Around 40% of the total OPEX on a sub-surface well in the Danish section of the North Sea is spent on
management of degradation due to corrosion and scale. This indicates that current integrity management
strategies for sub-surface wells (producers and injectors) have significant potential for improvements. An
important factor contributing to the costs is comprised by the uncertainties associated with the available
knowledge on the degradation processes. Significant reductions are expected if decisions regarding
interventions including inspections and maintenance are based on a consistent and rational, risk-based
approach.
With this setting the present poster presents a prototype framework for Assets Integrity Management, taking
basis in Bayesian pre-posterior modelling and analysis, and methods of structural reliability theory. The
framework facilitates consistent consideration of uncertainties associated with degradation processes and
inspection/monitoring outcomes in the optimization of strategies for inspection and maintenance planning
and in more practical terms provide decision support on when to inspect and what and how to repair, in the
most cost-optimal manner without compromising safety.
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PUBLIC GITHUB REPOSITORIES
Sebastian T. Glavind and Michael H. Faber

Public repositories on e.g., GitHub are increasingly used to disseminate knowledge and support research
with the important impact of increasing the speed and distribution of new findings into applications by
peers and industry. This poster presents the GitHub repositories provided by the first author, see
https://github.com/SebastianGlavind, during and after his PhD study at AAU/DHRTC, as well as ongoing
activities on knowledge dissemination in the Joint Committee on Structural Safety (JCSS).
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Value of information in Risk Informed Assets Integrity Management
Kashif Ali, Jianjun Qin, Michael H. Faber and John D. Sørensen.
Department of Civil Engineering, Aalborg University, Denmark.
Presenting author: Kashif Ali.
CTR2/CTR3 – Risk Management
The project concerns information collection, based on pre-posterior Bayesian decision analysis, in support
Asset Integrity Management (AIM) for offshore oil and gas production facilities with the objective to
minimize the service life operational expenditure (OPEX). The underlying idea is that a targeted strategy for
collection of structural integrity related information through tests, inspections or health monitoring, during
the service life of offshore oil and gas production facilities, facilitates a substantial enhancement of AIM.
This in turn reduces OPEX and thereby improves the feasibility of extended production. The research, as a
joint activity of two research projects, i.e. CTR2/CTR3 – Risk Management utilizes Value of Information
analysis (VoI) as a means to optimize AIM with a novel integral perspective across both well systems and
platform structures – and thus facilitates a more efficient allocation of resources and further reduction of
OPEX.
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Basics of Scaling Formation

Isaac A. Løge, Jakob R. Bentzon, Benaiah U. Anabaraonye

Scale formation is defined as crystal formation at liquid-solid interfaces and is controlled by the net
rate of scaling, describing the difference between the rate of mineral attachment and detachment.
Initial surface attachment occurs when nucleation sites are readily present. As ions are continuously
supplied from the bulk flow towards the growing crystals on the walls, the crystalline phase will
increase in size. When the crystallization is happening in a tube with a solution flowing through, the
crystals will experience increasing shear forces as they grow into the flow stream. Detachment then
occurs when the shear forces experienced by attached crystals exceed the crystals' internal strength
or surface attachment strength. The crystal habits determine the surface attachment strength, i.e.
whether growing in patches or needle shaped crystals. Isolated crystal formation is a product of a
low rate of material flux compared to the rate of lattice incorporation.
In this study we have investigated the mentioned phenomenon. We combined experiments,
metrology, and numerical simulations to investigate the role of surface texture and mass influx on
scale formation and detachment. The deposition cell was engineered to mimic the different surface
morphologies expected at the different stages of a production process. High-resolution X-ray microcomputed tomography (CT) was used to visualize the distribution of scale deposits. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, were used to quantify the hydrodynamic condition of the
boundary-layer and to visualize chemical reactions at the different experimental conditions. This
study provides unique insights into the hydrodynamic-surface coupling effects that occur during scale
deposition and detachment processes. It also provides a template for the development of more
comprehensive scaling prediction models.

Figur 1: Observed mechanism for attachment and detachment in two
different flow regimes.
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Determination of Thermodynamic Properties in Complex Scale Systems
Experimental and modelling efforts to improve estimation of scale solubility in brines
Lucas F. F. Corrêa, Randi Neerup, Meng Shi, Jiasheng Hao, Susana Almeida, Kaj Thomsen, Philip
L. Fosbøl
Mineral scaling is a critical problem in wells and in top-site facilities. The deposited scale is typically very
stable in terms of chemical and thermal properties, which makes it extremely difficult to remove once it has
precipitated. Preventing solid deposition is both technically and economically more efficient than dealing
with it after its formation. Therefore, accurate estimates of solubility in brines are crucial to approach the
scaling problem.
Solubility calculations rely on a thermodynamic model to determine activities of each species present in the
multicomponent electrolyte mixture (brine). In addition to the activities, chemical equilibrium constants
must be estimated for each possible precipitate, given the composition of the brine. Activities and
equilibrium constants are then used to determine the saturation index of each salt. This index can be used
as a guide to avoid operation under conditions in which precipitation is possible. These models are typically
fitted to experimental data, such as solid-liquid equilibrium measurements. In this sense, the models are only
as good as their input data.
The goal of this project is to enhance the accuracy and range of solubility calculation in brines. The expected
outcome is a newly parameterized version of the Extended UNIQUAC model that can overcome current
calculation limitations in terms of temperature, pressure, and composition ranges. The new parameter set
should also include additional species which were not considered before, if sufficient data is available. This
work entailed a thorough literature review to assess the available information. The findings from this search
showed that the available data are scarce and conflicting. This means that the current information does not
allow for an unequivocal description of the saturation limits. The result from these analyses were used to
establish experimental campaigns that can fill the knowledge gaps related to these systems.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) Barium sulphate and (b) iron carbonate solubility in water estimated by the
ExtendedUNIQUAC.
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Highlighting the hydrodynamic effects in scale deposition
A combined numerical and experimental approach in a Taylor-Couette reactor
Jakob R. Bentzon, Benaiah U. Anabaraonye.
Turbulent reactive flows are ubiquitous in industrial processes. Scale formation and deposition mechanisms
are poorly understood, especially under turbulent flow conditions. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
methods are widely used to understand the effects of transport physics on reaction rates. We present
experimental and numerical studies of barium sulfate formation kinetics. Experimental studies were
conducted in a Taylor-Couette reactor, mimicking realistic flow and surface shear stress conditions. The
transport phenomena that occur in the reactor are simulated using a validated CFD method comprising
macro and micro scale models. Results show a remarkable agreement between CFD and experiments.
Finally, we present a detailed characterization of the flow properties, at varying degrees of turbulence, and
discuss the role of fluid hydrodynamics on precipitation and deposition kinetics.

Macro and micro scale vortices at in the
Taylor-Couette reactor

Intensity of micro scale vortices at in the
Taylor-Couette reactor
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Scale formation studies: A multidisciplinary approach

Isaac A. Løge, Randi Neerup, Jakob R. Bentzon, Lucas F. F. Corrêa, Jiasheng Hao, Susana
Almeida, Meng Shi, Benaiah U. Anabaraonye
Scale formation, i.e., crystallization fouling, presents a signification challenge in many industrial processes.
It limits the performance of heat exchangers, reduces the performance of membranes in desalination
processes, increases the production cost of water treatment processes, and is a major flow assurance
challenge in the petroleum industry. In the oil and gas industry, along with corrosion, scaling is the most
significant threat to well integrity. To plan effective mitigation processes, the development of accurate
prediction models, capable of predicting both the location and magnitude of scale formation, are
important. Such prediction models require an in-depth understanding of the thermodynamic, chemical
kinetics, and hydrodynamic conditions of the system of interest.
This is an introduction to three studies, where we will introduce our multidisciplinary approach to
unravelling the mechanisms at play in scale formation for FeCO3 and BaSO4. First, we present new solubility
measurements at the high temperatures and pressures relevant to subsurface reservoirs. Next, we show
the role of turbulence in scale formation kinetics by combining experiments and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations. Finally, we show how the complex interplay between surface morphology and
fluid hydrodynamics govern the location, and frequency, of attachment and detachment processes.

Figure 1: Overview of the complexity of scale formation..
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Reservoir Souring; A story of life underground
How to analyze experimental data of souring mitigation with nitrate
Moein Jahanbani, Ali Mahmoodi, Mohammadreza Alizadeh, Hamid Nick
Souring prevention by nitrate can occur through various mechanisms as nitrate reduction can happen
through a web of various reactions. In this poster we show how a combination of genetic algorithm and
geochemistry can fit experimental data of souring mitigation with nitrate. The fitted model then can be
used to illuminate the major souring prevention mechanism.
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Reservoir Souring: A story of life underground
A novel equation to predict souring rate
Moein Jahanbani, Hamid Nick
Souring is a metabolism that is mediated by a community of sulfate reducing microorganisms. Previous
souring simulation tools assume that the same model that can express the rate of microbial reactions
catalyzed by one microbe can also characterize souring. In this work we show that this assumption is an
oversimplification of reality. We then suggest a new equation that is simple, yet it can capture souring rate.
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Reservoir Souring; Life Goes On Underground
Microbial souring in reservoirs and its competition with scaling on
sulfate consumption
Ali Mahmoodi, Mohammadreza Alizadeh, Moein Jahanbani, Hamid Nick
This poster illustrates the competition between reservoir souring and barite scale precipitation in the
reservoir on consuming sulfate. A diagram of the dependencies of the governing physics will be depicted in
order to show the complex chemical behavior we face in simulating reservoir souring and scale precipitation.
Moreover, some of the depicted 2D simulation results demonstrate the intensity of flow blockage due to
scale deposition with respect to our mitigation strategy of choice as well as souring intensity.
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Reservoir Souring; Life Goes On Underground
A large-scale 3D simulator to investigate souring, scale, and corrosion
Ali Mahmoodi, Moein Jahanbani, Mohammadreza Alizadeh, Hamid Nick

This poster exhibits our plan on creating an integrated model of reservoir souring, scale precipitation, and
corrosion inside a reservoir in form of a large-scale simulator. There will be an illustration on the overall
model and the relationship among the various comprising segments of it, such as reservoir simulator,
component transport model, geochemical model, and well flow model. A view of the reservoir case we are
working on is also shown to demonstrate the soul of the idea.
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